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In Season Two of Purling Road, the financial hardships are temporarily eased as Jonathan and Aryl

find success with a new business venture. Even with this small reprieve, everyone is faced with a

long, hot summer. Relationships are brutally tested. Some are broken, never to be the same again

and even Maura finds it difficult to help her friends. The fuse is lit when boredom and frustration lead

Claire, Ava, and Arianna to a girlâ€™s night that reincarnates Arianna to her former glory. After

suffering a loss, she reaches her breaking point and Caleb is left to deal with the aftermath of her

destructive decisions. Ruth moves to town with her son and finds the women welcoming her

friendship and advice. Tempers rise faster than the tide when Claire makes a decision that Aryl

canâ€™t live with. Ava and Jonathan welcome a new member of the family, and soon after, she is

forced to reveal a carefully guarded secret, but not before Jonathan assumes the worst. With her

paper on more solid ground, Muzzy is forced to take drastic action to save her reputation, taking

Rockport by surprise. As everyone focuses on their own crises, it becomes increasingly hard to

come togetherâ€”the only thing that has saved them in the past. Season Two is nothing short of

explosive as everyone must look within themselves for answers.
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The story of Purling Road takes place during the crash market period and how it effected lives

during that time. Jobs were scarcest, and folks that had lived comfortable, were now planting

gardens to supplement their meals, working long hours at what ever job they could find, for what

ever it would pay. Some where living with elderly parents raising families, and as a rule wives did

not work outside the home. So this book is a story of a group of friends each struggle with the

pressing/depressing times. Couples that had once been close, where torn apart, and how they

worked to come together again...or maybe not. It is definitely a book showing how folks reacted to

losing freedom, that having had money, and losing it took its toll. Its an interesting read and liked

how the story ended with each couple working and coming to agreeable conclusion to solve they're

problems and drawing together again...they didn't give up, and just walk away.

Yes, these characters are likeable, but there are too many problems with this series to offer a four

star review. There wasn't enough research to make a believable story about the time period. I can't

quite recommend this book.

Does not fit the time it suppose to be lived in

The books in the 1929 series have become my guilty pleasure. Though the author needs lots of

work on comma usage and tense, which is something I rail against, I tend to keep going because I

like so many of the characters. The first novel of the books, 1929, told the story of how the six main

characters were able to overcome devastating loss, and it was uplifting to read how it made them

stronger people and brought them closer together. The ensuing novels also feature the theme of

overcoming obstacles. There are other characters who enter their lives, for good or not-so-good

reasons, and who have an effect on the story and the development of the main characters. They're

the kind of books that are hard to put down because you really want to know what happens!

Besides the editing, the only other complaints I have are 1)the timeline. Too much happens (usually

difficult and devastating things) in too short of a space of time. It would be more realistic if the

events took place, and problems were worked through and solved, in a longer period of time,

instead of just weeks, and 2) way too much drinking. It annoys me that the characters so easily turn

to drink. It mars the image of a strong person which I try to build up in my head. With these



problems, and because of the problems in punctuation, I can only give 4 stars.

I liked Purling Road at the beginning but now it seems to be turning into a soap opera. I like the

characters but I'm disappointed by their conduct. Then I ask myself: what do I expect when they

never seem to have any genuine spiritual guidance? And I think of some of my own family and

friends who have gotten into similar messes even with spiritual guidance available. So the story line

is realistic but I would prefer more nobility in the decisions the characters make.

I'm not a critic;' just enjoy reading . . these were good, kept your interest, etc. Could hardly wait to

find out how situations were taken care of. Must have been a very difficult time in people's lives . .

but is today any better, with the wide variation in the wealth of the people of today . . there so many

homeless people today with no jobs to find, hardly even farming for individual survival!!Belief in our

Lord and Saviour and helping people in whatever way is possible is our only hope these days.

I was captured early by her writing. I first read the Purling Road First Season as it was a Kindle

teaser. Then I was hooked....had to find out where it all came from. Gardner cleverly moves from

scene to scene, character set to character set nearly seamlessly. Without overly detailed discriptive

scene setting, you see the whole world she has created in your mind's eye. I now feel I really know

these people and their lives. It has been a great journey as I have completed the entirety of the

1929 series to date. Anxiously awaiting the Purling Road Third Season.

This story was about a lot of dysfunctional couples during a trying time in history. Was a,little hard to

get Indocin the beginning. However it did get more interesting and everything worked out in the end.

I would give it 4 stars
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